
 
 

Love Dolls Superstar: Fully Realized - DVD 

(Music Video Distributors) Lovedolls Super Star: Fully Realized is the sequel to the 

movie Desperate Teenage Lovedolls, which was about a the rise and fall of a female 

rock group in mid '80s L.A. This movie picks up as the remaining two members run 

into each other years later. One is a religious guru, Patty Christ, who has a group of 

zealot followers. The other is just down and out. The two meet up, pick up a new 

guitarist and get the band together again and begin their rise to stardom again.  

Along the way the mother of a girl murdered by one of the Lovedolls in the first 

movie is out for revenge, the cult kills the band's ex-music producer, a crazed fan, 

Carl Celery, is on a mission to kill "Brews Springstein", while Earthchild-man, 

Rainbow is set on getting his own revenge on the band, only to become the lead 

singer of their opening band. It all sounds a bit cheesy, but then again that is the 

appeal of this movie.  

The acting throughout the movie is sketchy. However the two characters that stood 

out were Rainbow and Celeryhead, which are played wonderfully weird by the 

McDonald brothers from the band Redd Kross. If Crispin Glover is ever too busy 

for a film roll, Steven McDonald as would be the perfect stand in. His mannerism 

and look as the hippie Rainbow is so much like Crispin Glover that it's scary.  

One of the best scenes has Jeff McDonald as Carl Celery being attacked and bitten 

by a Gene Simmons doll. He then becomes a skinny God of Thunder and Rock N Roll, 

who then completes his hallucinogenic mission of killing "Brews Springstein" for the 

Lovedolls.  

While this in not high cinema, it's is a fun movie to watch especially for the 

wonderfully eccentric acting of the McDonald brothers and it's mid '80s punk 

soundtrack which includes songs by Redd Kross, Sonic Youth, Meat Puppets, 

Dead Kennedy's and more. There is also a brief appearance by Jello Biafra of the 

Dead Kennedy's and Vicki Peterson of the Bangles. 

Bonus Material includes theatrical trailer, featurette: A Tribute to director David 

Markey and a commentary track.  

-- Mite (2006)  
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